
MODEL
NUMBER

ACCEPTABLE
DRUM TYPES

UNIFORM
CAPACITY

WEIGHT
(POUND)

DTH-1000 STEEL & FIBER DRUMS 1,000 lb. 18

MODEL
NUMBER

ACCEPTABLE
DRUM SIZES STYLE

UNIFORM
CAPACITY

WEIGHT
(POUND)

DCS-750-B 30 & 55 GALLON BRASS 750 lb. 6
DCS-1000-B 30 & 55 GALLON BRASS 1,000 lb. 6
DCS-2000-G 30 & 55 GALLON GALVANIZED 2,000 lb. 7

MODEL
NUMBER DESCRIPTION

HANDLE
LENGTH

WEIGHT
(POUND)

DTP-11 UPENDER FOR HORIZONTAL DRUMS 41" 7

MODEL
NUMBER

ACCEPTABLE
DRUM SIZES

OVERALL
WIDTH

OVERALL
HEIGHT

WEIGHT
(POUND)

DRUM-STIK 30 & 55 GALLON 18¾" 45/8" 5

MODEL
NUMBER

ACCEPTABLE
DRUM SIZE

OVERALL
DIAMETER

UNIFORM
CAPACITY

 WEIGHT
(POUND)

DTR-20 30 GALLON 20½" 2,300 lb. 14
DTR-24 55 GALLON 24½" 2,300 lb. 16
DTR-28 85 GALLON 28" 2,300 lb. 26

DRUM
 HANDLING EQUIPM

ENT & SPECIALTY CONTAINERS
Horizontal Semi-Automatic Drum Tong
Made to lift drums with an overhead hoist.  Suitable for 55 gallon open top or tight 
head steel and fiber drums that have a ring.  To operate, set locking lever in locked 
open position. When centered over the horizontal drum, release lever to allow hooks 
to fall and locate under both rims.  Hook automatically engages as it is lifted and 
disengages as drum is set down.  Designed exclusively for lifting closed and open-head 
steel drums with a secured lid installed.

Drum Slings
Lift drums in the horizontal position quickly and easily with these Drum Slings. Handle open or 
closed head steel drums. The large steel lifting ring accommodates most overhead lifting systems. 
Choose from brass or galvanized iron construction. Accepts 30 and 55 gallon steel drums.

Manual Drum Upender
Manual Drum Upender provides the leverage needed for tilting horizontal drums to 
the vertical position. Constructed of solid steel for long life. Wide toe plate prevents 
denting on barrel sides. Narrow top plate grabs a variety of chimes on steel, plastic, 
and fiber drums.  Model has a 600 pound capacity and can be used with full or 
empty drums. Baked-in powder-coated toughness.  Designed exclusively for lifting 
closed and open-head steel drums with a secured lid installed.

model DTP-11

model DTH-1000

Drum Stick
Provides an ergonomic solution to pushing/pulling a drum while on a dolly. Make 
drum transporting on a dolly easier and cleaner. Easily and quickly attaches to 
drum ring. Features rubber hand grips and a safety yellow baked-in powder-coated 
toughness. Works on open and closed head drums. This multipurpose tool can open 
and close almost any size bung plug.

Drum Tiers for safe drum stacking

Increase storage space by stacking your steel drums with our Drum Tiers. The economical 
Drum Tiers are designed to help maximize floor space in a safe and convenient manner. The 
lightweight design utilizes one person operation. Handles steel drums up to five (5) units high. 
Tabs keep drums aligned when stacked.  

model DTR-24
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model DCS-750-B


